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Evaluating Spatial Representativeness of Station
Observations for Remotely Sensed Leaf
Area Index Products
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Abstract—Continuous leaf area index (LAI) observations from
global ground stations are an important reference dataset for the
validation of remotely sensed LAI products. In this study, a pragmatic approach is presented for evaluating the spatial representativeness of station-observed LAI dataset in the product pixel grid.
Three evaluation indicators, including dominant vegetation type
percent (DVTP), relative absolute error (RAE) and coefficient of
sill (CS), were established to quantify different levels of spatial
representativeness. The DVTP was used to evaluate whether the
station-observed vegetation type was the dominant one in the pixel
grid, and the RAE and CS were applied to quantify the point-toarea consistency for a given station observation and the spatial
heterogeneity caused by the different density of vegetation within
the pixel, respectively. The proposed approach was applied to 25
stations from the Chinese Ecosystem Research Network, and results show significant differences of representativeness errors at
different levels. The spatial representativeness for different stations varied seasonally with different vegetation growth stages due
to temporal changes in heterogeneity, but the spatial representativeness remained consistent at interannual timeframes due to the
relatively stable vegetation structure and pattern between adjacent
years. A large error can occur in MOD15A2 product validation
when the representativeness level of station LAI observations is
low. This approach can effectively distinguish various levels of spatial representativeness for the station-observed LAI dataset at the
pixel grid scale, which can consequently improve the reliability of
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LAI product validation by selecting LAI observations with a high
degree of representativeness.
Index Terms—Chinese Ecosystem Research Network (CERN),
continuous leaf area index (LAI) observations, heterogeneity, spatial representativeness, validation.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE leaf area index (LAI), which is defined as the one half
of the total green leaf area per unit ground surface area [1],
is widely used to characterize the structure and functioning of
vegetation [2]. The LAI is a key parameter in terrestrial ecosystem models, and plays an important role in the simulation of
land surface processes, such as photosynthesis, respiration and
transpiration [3]–[5]. A series of global LAI products have been
derived from satellite data, such as TERRA-AQUA/MODIS [6],
SPOT/VEGETATION [7] and NOAA/AVHRR [8], [9]. However, significant inconsistency exists among various LAI products due to differences in sensors, LAI inversion algorithms and
spatio-temporal resolutions [10], [11]. For an effective application of remotely sensed LAI products, it is necessary to validate
these products and assess their accuracy properly and precisely
[12]. Generally, errors revealed during the validation procedure
stem from the uncertainty in satellite observations after preprocessing, the inversion algorithm, and the validation dataset [6],
[13]. The accuracy of satellite observations and preprocessing
procedures, such as the radiance correction, are usually evaluated thoroughly before distributing the satellite products [14].
The uncertainty derived from the inversion algorithm has also
been evaluated and discussed in detail [15]. In contrast, the accuracy of the reference dataset, which serves as the benchmark
to validate the LAI products, has seldom been evaluated in previous studies. The error in the validation dataset can strongly
affect the reliability of validation results.
Generally, there are two schemes to validate LAI products:
product inter-comparison and direct validation by ground measurements [16], [17]. Product inter-comparison mainly evaluates the temporal and spatial consistency between different
products. Direct validation, the mainstream way for validating global LAI products, assesses the absolute accuracy of the
LAI products and provides a primary evaluation of product uncertainty. Currently, ground measurements are the main source
of direct validation datasets. Many global-scale or continentalscale ground-observing programs have been developed, such
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as VALERI [18], the BigFoot project [19] and other regional
ground LAI measurements [20]–[23]. These ground measurements allowed validation of LAI products at the global scale
including in North America [20], [24]–[27], Europe [21], [28]–
[30], Asia [22], [31], Africa [32], South America [33], and
Oceania [34]. Due to spatial heterogeneity and the mismatch of
observation area between ground measurements and the pixel
grid, a direct comparison is not always reasonable, especially
for a coarse resolution product over heterogeneous areas [26],
[28]. To acquire LAI data for validation at the pixel grid scale,
it is necessary to reconcile the scale of the LAI measurements
to the scale of the product pixels using high-resolution images
[35]. A generally accepted “bottom-up” validation approach
based on a two-stage sampling strategy can accomplish this
task and capture the variability within the product pixel grid
[12], [36]. This approach employs both field measurements and
high-resolution satellite data to establish a site-specific relationship (via a transfer function) and to generate high-resolution
LAI reference maps over each site [14], [17], [26]. Then, the
generated LAI reference maps are treated as the benchmarks
to achieve multi-scale validation through an averaging method
[12]. However, due to the restriction of experiment costs and
the limited revisit cycle of high-resolution satellite, generally
only one or a few high-resolution LAI reference maps can be
derived for the given region [21]. Moreover, there are only about
80 associated high-resolution LAI reference maps globally for
the validation of LAI products at present [2]. Therefore, the
global LAI products cannot be comprehensively evaluated with
these reference maps, especially for the temporal consistency in
product validation [21], [37].
Compared with the limited LAI reference maps, the existing
long-term LAI observations from the global ground stations are
an important supplement to the validation dataset. The station
observations are generally measured continuously during a long
period over various vegetation types with consistent measurement criteria [38]. For example, FLUXNET, which was set up in
1995, consists of seven regional networks and includes over 500
stations that measure LAI worldwide [39]. The Chinese Ecosystem Research Network (CERN), which was established in 1988,
consists of 40 stations covering six different land cover types
[38] and provides continuous and long-term LAI observations.
Generally, LAI is observed by sampling within an area of tens of
meters around the station [40], which cannot be used to generate an accurate high-resolution LAI reference map for validation
of medium or low resolution products by the “bottom-up” approach. Fang et al. [41] validated MODIS and CYCLOPES LAI
products based on part of the FLUXNET LAI dataset. Fensholt
et al. [32] evaluated MODIS LAI products using multi-temporal
observations from three stations in Africa. When validating the
LAI products with spatial resolution exceeding hundreds of meters, the error from scale mismatch changes with the difference between vegetation types and the degree of mixing in the
pixel grid [42]. This error reduces the reliability of the validation results, and also hinders the application of the ground station observations in satellite product validation. It is therefore
necessary to evaluate the spatial representativeness of station

observations at specific resolutions for reliable validation of
remote sensing products.
At present, there are several representativeness evaluation
methods for different land surface parameters, for instance, the
surface solar radiation [43], air temperature [44], and air quality [45] observed by ground stations. These methods are based
on the analysis of two indicators, the point-to-area consistency
indicator and the spatial heterogeneity indicator [46]. The pointto-area consistency indicator evaluates the observation representativeness by analyzing the consistency between ground points
and pixel grid observations. There are three types of methods to
calculate the point-to-area consistency indicator. The first one
is based on specific physical models; for example, the footprint
model is used to select the evapotranspiration product pixels corresponding to the effective range of ground station observation
for the validation purpose [47]. The second type of method directly compares the station observations to the average value of
the corresponding area [48]. The third type of method combines
multitemporal observations from multiple stations to compute
the average difference between a given station and nearby stations and thus to determine the observational representativeness
[49]. The spatial heterogeneity indicator evaluates the spatial
representativeness by analyzing the spatial variation around the
station. The most common method used to describe the spatial
variability of land surfaces is based on the characteristics of
the semivariogram [50]. A second strategy implements a firstorder statistics algorithm; for instance, the method of window
size analysis assesses the landscape spatial variation around an
individual station at different scales based on the specific parameter coverage [51]. The spatial representativeness evaluation has
been widely applied in the validation of remote sensing products,
such as albedo [52]–[54] and evapotranspiration [47]. However,
few representativeness evaluations were made for station LAI
observations, which increase the uncertainty in the validation of
LAI products.
This paper aims to develop an approach to evaluate the spatial
representativeness of station LAI observations, which can improve the accuracy and reliability of the LAI product validation
based on ground point measurements. The approach is complementary to the commonly used “bottom-up” approach for the
LAI product validation. Section 2 describes an evaluation strategy based on spatial representativeness indicators and outlines
the grading criteria in detail. The study area and the data processing procedure are introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, the
method is applied to evaluate the LAI observations of CERN
stations and the evaluated LAI observations are used to validate
the MODIS LAI product. The results of spatial representativeness evaluation and product validation are also analyzed and
discussed. Conclusions are summarized in Section 5.
II. METHODOLOGY
Nappo et al. defined representativeness as “the extent to which
a set of measurements taken in given space-time domain reflects
the actual conditions in the same or different space-time domain
taken on a scale appropriate for a specific application” [55]. For
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ground station observations, the LAI is generally measured by
random sampling within an area of tens of meters. The station
LAI observation can represent the measured area accurately. For
a certain LAI product, the pixel LAI represents the ground area
at a specific spatial resolution. There is a mismatch between
the area of a station observation and a product pixel; the measurement scale of a product pixel is usually larger than that of
the station. To validate a certain LAI product, the station LAI
observation should be able to represent the given pixel. First, the
station LAI observation should be consistent with the pixel LAI,
that is, the point-to-area consistency should be high. However,
the point-to-area consistency depends on each pixel’s heterogeneity. A pixel may be homogeneous, for example, the pixel is
covered by one vegetation type at a consistent growth stage. As
such, a station observation then necessarily matches the pixel
observation [35]. However, if the pixel is heterogeneous, the
station observation may not match the pixel observation. Therefore, the point-to-area consistency and the within-pixel heterogeneity should be considered simultaneously in evaluating the
representativeness of station LAI observations.
Based on the analysis above, the indicators for evaluating
the representativeness of station LAI observations are proposed
first, and then the grading criteria are designed.
A. Indicators to Evaluate Spatial Representativeness
Three indicators are proposed to describe point-to-area consistency and within-pixel heterogeneity. All of the indicators
are calculated to represent the pixel spatial characteristic based
on high-resolution images for specific parameters. LAI is a direct parameter to evaluate the representativeness of a station
LAI observation. However, due to poor-weather conditions, an
accurate high-resolution LAI map cannot always be obtained.
Because of the simple calculation and low computing error, the
normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) is chosen as a
back-up parameter to evaluate station LAI observations.
1) Dominant Vegetation Type Percent (DVTP): Generally,
the spatial heterogeneity in the pixel is described by two components, the mixture of different land cover types and the density
change of vegetation cover [51]. If the station-observed vegetation type does not match the dominant vegetation type in the
pixel, it cannot represent the vegetation type of the pixel grid.
Thus the DVTP defines the cover fraction of vegetation type
observed by a station in the pixel grid, as shown in
A(s)
× 100
DVTP(s) = N (s)
i=1 ni (s)

(1)

where the s means the product pixel grid, the A(s) is the area
of specific vegetation type observed by the station observation,
ni (s) is the area of the vegetation type i in the product pixel,
and N (s) is the total number of land cover types in the pixel
grid. DVTP is related to the spatial resolution s of the product
pixel. A high DVTP means that the vegetation type observed
by a station is consistent with the pixel type, and the degree of
within-pixel heterogeneity due to mixture of land covers is not
large.
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2) Relative Absolute Error (RAE): RAE is used to evaluate
how close a station observation is to the value of the pixel grid.
Based on high-resolution reference maps, the absolute error [43]
of a point measurement with respect to its larger surroundings
is introduced to describe the absolute (nonnegative) difference
between the pixel z(xs ) at a station location and the mean pixel
value z(x(s)) in the product pixel grid. To make the indicator
comparable between different ranges of LAI values, the RAE is
defined in
RAE(s) =

|z(xs ) − z(x(s)|
× 100
z(x(s))

(2)

where the s means the product pixel grid, and RAE is also related to the product pixel spatial resolution s. RAE quantifies the
uncertainty of the station observation compared to the product
pixel value. A small RAE value means good spatial representativeness of a station observation with respect to the pixel value,
at a spatial resolution of s.
3) Coefficient of Sill (CS): The density change of vegetation
cover is another way to quantify the heterogeneity of the spatial distribution of LAI values within a pixel, which is directly
correlated with the vegetation growth difference in the product pixel grid. Due to the spatial autocorrelation, the semivariogram is one of the most efficient geostatistical tools for quantitatively evaluating the spatial variation within-pixel based on
high-resolution LAI/NDVI maps. Because the semivariogram
can describe the land surface spatial heterogeneity effectively, it
is commonly used in geostatistical remote sensing applications
[56]–[58]. The semivariogram measures the average squared
semi-difference between the z(xα ) and z(xβ ) values of paired
high-resolution pixels (xα , xβ ) with a distance of h, as shown
in (3) [59].

1
γ(h) =
(z(xa ) − z(xβ ))2 .
(3)
2N (h)
x α −x β =h

The variogram estimator γ(h) is calculated at every distance
h in the pixel, and then a variogram model is considered as
parametric functional approximation to the empirical variogram
values. According to the evaluation of fitting performance for
different variogram models, a spherical model shown in (4)
is used to fit the variogram estimator to compute the model
parameters, which is also recommended by many studies for
evaluating the spatial representativeness of station observations
in the product pixel grid [52], [53], [60]:

⎧
3
⎪
⎨ c + c · 3h − 1 · h
if h ≤ a
0
2a 2
a
γsph (h) =
. (4)
⎪
⎩
if h > a
c0 + c
The parameters in the variogram model include the range
(a), nugget effect (c0 ), and sill (c0 + c). The range describes
the maximal distance between two sampling points that are
correlated with each other. The nugget effect describes smallscale variability within high-resolution pixels or other measurement errors and appears as a discontinuity at the origin of the
variogram graph, when the variogram does not reach a very
small variance at very small distances. The sill appears when
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the distance h beyond the range and the γ(h) levels off to an
asymptote, which represents the maximal spatial variation in the
pixel. Therefore, the sill associated with the LAI variation can
be used for assessing the spatial heterogeneity in the pixel grid.
To enable comparison of the spatial heterogeneity between different surroundings at station observations, CS was established
as an indicator to describe the relative spatial heterogeneity, as
shown in
CS(s) =

c0 (s) + c(s)
× 100
z(x(s))

(5)

where z(x(s)) is the mean reference map value in the product
pixel grid. CS is also related to the pixel spatial resolution s. A
small CS(s) value indicates that the land surface tends to be
homogeneous and thus the station observation is representative
of the pixel.
B. Grading of Spatial Representativeness
for Station Observations
These three indicators (DVTP, RAE and CS) describe the
factors influencing the spatial representativeness of a given station observation. However, only one indicator cannot determine
spatial representativeness comprehensively. The three indicators
need to be combined to decide the representativeness. Therefore,
a grading procedure is proposed by considering the influence of
all three indicators.
The DVTP is only used to determine the representativeness
of the station-observed vegetation type in the pixel grid. When
the vegetation type observed by a station is not the dominant
one in the product pixel grid, the station observation ignores all
other vegetation types in the pixel. Even though the point-to-area
consistency is high, the observation may not be representative
of the pixel. If a pixel is covered by one dominant vegetation
type that is consistent with the station observation, RAE and
CS determine the spatial representativeness together. Firstly,
the station-observed LAI is identified as the ideal data for LAI
product validation if the values of both RAE and CS are small.
Secondly, if RAE value is small but CS value is large, or vice
versa, a station observation may still have reasonable spatial
representativeness. Finally, when values of both RAE and CS
are large, the station observation may be quite different from
the pixel.
To quantify the spatial representativeness for station observations, it is necessary to set a reasonable threshold for DVTP,
RAE and CS. According to the classification rule of MODIS
land cover products (MCD12Q1), a pixel can be classified as
one vegetation type when the area percent is larger than 60%
[61]. Thus, 60% is used as the threshold of DVTP in this paper.
The threshold values of RAE and CS also have great influence
on representativeness because they determine the tolerance of
the RE. The RE is defined as the absolute difference for each observation between the high-resolution pixel value at each station
location and the mean pixel value of a high-resolution reference
map in the pixel grid. Based on LAI maps, the calculation of
RE is shown in
REpk (LAI) = |Spk (LAI) − Mpk (LAI)|

(6)

where the Spk (LAI) is the pixel LAI in the high-resolution
reference map corresponding to the station location at the kth
station in the pth level, and the Mpk (LAI) is the mean LAI in
the high-resolution reference map corresponding to the specific
product pixel grid at the kth station in the pth level. Using NDVI
maps, the REpk (NDVI) is defined similarly.
The threshold determination criteria for RAE and CS were
based on the distribution of RE at each level. The first criterion
is that the RE fluctuation (SDRE), as measured by the standard
deviation of RE, should be small for each level. The second
one is that the mean RE (MRE) of each level should be limited
over a reasonable interval. The third one is that the difference
between RE of different levels needs to be large enough to
effectively distinguish each level, which is described by mean
separability index (MSI). According to the first two threshold
determination criteria, the reasonable MRE and the small SDRE
of each level are needed to determine the thresholds of RAE
and CS. In this paper, the MREp (LAI) was set to be 0–0.1
for Level 0, 0.1–0.2 for Level 1 and 0.2–0.3 for Level 2. The
MREp (NDVI) was set to be 0–0.02 for Level 0, 0.02–0.04 for
Level 1 and 0.04–0.06 for Level 2. However, when the MRE
agreed with the reasonable range and the small SDRE was also
obtained, it is possible that the thresholds of RAE and CS are
still not unique. The third criterion is needed to promise the best
separability between levels. It is that each level should have large
difference of REp (LAI) or REp (NDVI). The separability index
is introduced to describe this difference by taking into account
both MREp and SDREp , as shown in (7) [62]. To evaluate the
mean separability for all levels, the MSI is defined as the MSI
of all levels, as shown in
SI(RE)ij =
MSI(RE) =

|MREi − MREj |
SDREi + SDREj

(7)

m
−1 
m

2
SI(RE)ij
m(m − 1) i=1 j =i+1

(8)

where MREi and MREj are the mean RE for the Level i and
Level j, SDREi and SDREj are the standard deviations of RE
for Level i and Level j, and m is the number of levels. High MSI
indicates good separability between different levels. Therefore,
thresholds of RAE and CS corresponding to the maximal MSI
are used as the optimal thresholds in this paper.
The relationship between RE and different combinations of
RAE and CS thresholds was mapped in Section 4.2. According
to the mapping results and the above criteria, the RAE and CS
thresholds are set at 32% and 20%, and 8% and 22% for representativeness evaluation based on LAI and NDVI maps, respectively. Then the spatial representativeness of LAI measurements
can be divided into five levels. The detailed description of each
representativeness level was shown in Table I.
III. STUDY AREA AND DATA PREPARATION
A. Study Area
The CERN, established in 1988, consists of 40 stations in
China, including 15 cropland stations, 10 forest stations, six
aquatic stations, six desert stations, two grass stations, and one
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TABLE I
GRADING OF SPATIAL REPRESENTATIVENESS FOR LAI MEASUREMENTS
Level

Indicators
DVTP
> 60%
DVTP
> 60%

RAE
< 32%
RAE <
8%

CS < 20%
CS < 22%

Description

0







1





×

2



×



3



×

×

4

×

–

–

There is high point-to-area
consistency and the land surface is
homogenous, the level of
representativeness is maximal.
There is high point-to-area
consistency and the land surface is
heterogeneous, the level of
representativeness is high.
The station observation is inconsistent
with the pixel and the land surface is
homogenous, the level of
representativeness is medium.
The station vegetation density is quite
different from the pixel and the
vegetation type is homogeneous, the
level of representativeness is low.
There is low point-to-area consistency
and the vegetation type is
heterogeneous in the pixel grid, the
level of representativeness is minimal.

Base on LAI
Maps
Based on
NDVI Maps

urban station [38]. LAI is an important parameter observed
by the CERN stations. In this study, 15 cropland stations and
10 forest stations observations were used to evaluate spatial
representativeness for LAI product validation. The geographical
location of each station and its dominant vegetation type are
listed in Table II.
The methods used to measure LAI differ by biomes. For
cropland stations, LAI is usually measured with leaf area meter
[40]. First, a 40 × 40 m2 area is selected, and this area is divided
into 64 5 × 5 m2 quadrats. Then the LAI is observed in about
eight randomly selected quadrats. For forest stations, the LAI
is usually measured at three vertical points, i.e., the arbor layer,
the shrub layer and the herb layer, using a plant canopy analyzer.
The forest LAI is the sum of these LAI values in these layers.
Approximately ten 10 × 10 m2 quadrats are chosen at random
with a 100 × 100 m2 area of the forest. According to the data
integrity, LAI observations in 2010 for all cropland and forest
stations were used in this paper.
B. Acquisition of LAI/NDVI High-Resolution Maps
In this study, the 30-m spatial resolution global land-cover
maps (http://data.ess.tsinghua.edu.cn/) produced by Gong et al.
were used to calculate the DVTP in a 1-km pixel grid [63]. Since
both the RAE and CS were derived from the LAI/NDVI highresolution maps, the corresponding high-resolution images were
required. The land environment satellite, which is called Huan
Jing 1 in Chinese and abbreviated as HJ-1, launched by China in
2008 has a revisit cycle of four days and a 4-band charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera with 30-m spatial resolution. HJ-1/CCD
has three visible bands (Blue: 430–520 nm, Green: 520–600 nm,
and Red: 630–690 nm) and one near-infrared (NIR) band
(760–900 nm) [64], [65]. Because of its high spatio-temporal
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resolution, the HJ-1/CCD images were used to generate
LAI/NDVI maps corresponding to each station at each observation date. Due to poor weather conditions, high quality images
were not available for some observational periods. Fig. 1 shows
the number of acquired images for each cropland and forest station in 2010. In some cases that images cannot be acquired on
a given date, images from adjacent dates were employed. Fig. 2
compares the image acquisition date and the station observation
date. The RMSE between them is 3.63 days for cropland stations
and 6.73 days for forest stations, respectively. It indicates that
the 4-day revisit cycle of HJ-1/CCD imagery can satisfy synchronization requirements of LAI ground measurements except
for the missing data.
Before producing the LAI/NDVI maps, HJ-1/CCD images
were pre-processed, including radiometric calibration, atmospheric correction and geometric registration. The radiometric calibration was implemented by cross-calibration based on
Landsat ETM+ imagery and ASTER GDEM product, which
can achieve an overall accuracy of 95% compared with field
intensive calibration data [65]. The atmospheric correction was
executed by the second simulation of a satellite signal in the
solar spectrum (6S) radiative transfer model with the estimated
aerosol optical depth (AOD) [66]. Based on the Landsat TM images, the RMSE of geometric registration was about one pixel
by the hierarchical registration method [67].
Then, a 5 × 5 km2 area with each station as the center was
extracted to compute NDVI or retrieve LAI. The LAI was retrieved based on the look-up tables (LUTs) generated by the
PROSAIL model [68] for cropland and the Four-Scale model
[69] for forest. The PROSAIL model links the SAIL canopy
bidirectional reflectance model [70] and the PROSPECT leaf
optical properties model [71] to describe the influence of canopy
structures and leaf properties on the canopy reflectance, respectively. The canopy structure inputs include the LAI, the average
leaf angle inclination (ALA), and the hot-spot factor (hspot),
while the main leaf properties include the mesophyll structure
parameter N, chlorophyll (Cab), dry matter Cm and equivalent
water thickness Cw contents. The Four-Scale model simulates
the canopy reflectance based on four component reflectivity,
i.e., foliage reflectivity (RT ), shaded foliage reflectivity (RZT ),
ground reflectivity (RG ), shaded ground reflectivity (RZG ), and
canopy architecture parameters separated into site parameters
and tree architecture parameters [72]. The main site parameters are quadrat size (Qz), LAI, tree density (Td), cluster mean
size (m2) and the main tree architecture parameters are crown
radius (r), height of trunk (ha) and cylinders (hb), half apex
angle (α), needle to shoot ratio (γE), foliage clumping index
(ΩE), mean width of element shadows cast inside tree crowns
(Ws) and leaf inclination angle distribution function (LIAD).
The input parameters of the PROSAIL and Four-Scale models
were set according to a priori knowledge from relevant research
[22], [72]–[81], as shown in Tables III and IV. Then the LAI
ranged from 0 to 7, the solar zenith angle, view zenith angle, and
azimuth angle difference between the sun and the sensor from
HJ-1/CCD images were used to build LUTs. The cost function
between the simulated and the real image reflectance for the red
and NIR was minimized by the least square method to estimate
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TABLE II
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION AND DOMINANT VEGETATION TYPE OF CROPLAND AND FOREST STATIONS IN CERN
Cropland Station Name

Code

Lon

Lat

Land Cover

Forest Station Name

Code

Lon

Lat

Land Cover

Luancheng
Fengqiu
Shenyang
Yucheng
Changshu
Yanting
Changwu
Huanjiang
Lasa
Taoyuan
Yingtan
Ansai
Qianyanzhou
Hailun
Akesu

LCA
FQA
SYA
YCA
CSA
YGA
CWA
HJA
LSA
TYA
YTA
ASA
QYA
HLA
AKA

114.693
114.548
123.368
116.570
120.698
105.457
107.683
108.324
91.342
111.441
116.924
109.323
115.069
126.926
80.830

37.889
35.019
41.518
36.829
31.549
31.272
35.240
24.739
29.677
28.930
28.206
36.857
26.735
47.454
40.618

Wheat, Corn
Wheat, Corn
Soybean, Corn
Wheat, Corn
Wheat, Rice
Wheat, Corn
Wheat, Corn
Soybean, Corn
Wheat
Rice
Rice
Soybean
Rice
Soybean
Cotton

Beijing F
Huitong
Maoxian
Heshan
Dinghushan
Changbaishan
Shennongjia
Gonggashan
Ailaoshan
Banna

BJF
HTF
MXF
HSF
DHF
CBF
SNF
GGF
ALF
BNF

115.425
109.605
103.899
112.898
112.539
128.096
110.496
101.989
101.028
101.200

39.958
26.851
31.685
22.676
23.170
42.403
31.318
29.573
24.548
21.961

Broadleaf Forset
Mixed Forest
Broadleaf Forest
Mixed Forest
Mixed Forest
Broadleaf Forest
Broadleaf Forest
Needleaf Forest
Mixed Forest
Mixed Forest

Fig. 1.

Comparison of the temporal number between HJ-1/CCD images and ground LAI observations for all (a) cropland stations and (b) forest stations.

Fig. 2.

Comparison of the Day of Year (DOY) between HJ-1/CCD images and ground LAI observations for all (a) cropland stations and (b) forest stations.

LAI from HJ-1/CCD imagery. Finally, the 30-m LAI/NDVI
maps were obtained for each station at each observation date.
Due to the influence of poor weather, LAI maps can only be
acquired at 15 cropland stations and three forest stations. The
LAI inversion accuracy has a large influence on the evaluation

of representativeness and is evaluated by comparing the station
observation with the corresponding pixel value on a 30-m
LAI map. Fig. 3 shows the bias, RMSE, and R2 between the
station-observed LAI and the corresponding retrieved pixel
LAI. The bias and RMSE for LAI maps are −0.174 and 0.514,
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TABLE III
VALUES OF INPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE PROSAIL MODEL
Crop

N

Cab (μg/cm2 )

Cw(cm)

Cm (g/cm2 )

ALA(°)

Hspot

Corn [22], [73]–[75]
Wheat [76]–[78]
Rice [80]
Soybean [79]
Cotton [81]

1.6
1.6
1.5
1.7
1.5

50
40
30
40
45

0.015
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03

0.006
0.005
0.004
0.009
0.008

50
63.24
63.24
45
45

0.25
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.15

TABLE IV
VALUES OF INPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE FOUR-SCALE MODEL [72]
Parameter

Variable

Broadleaf Forest

Needleleaf Forest

Mixed Forest

Site Parameter

Q z (ha)
T d (/ha)
m2

1
3500
3

1
4000
3

1
3500
3

r (m)

1.9

0.85

1.3

h a (m)
h b (m)
α (°)
γE
ΩE
W s (m)
LIAD

11
7
–
–
0.8
0.06

0.5
2.5
22
1.41
0.7
0.05
Spherical

7
4
20
1.30
0.75
0.05

RT (Red)
RZ T (Red)
RG (Red)
RZ G (Red)
RT (NIR)
RZ T (NIR)
RG (NIR)
RZ G (NIR)

0.06
0.01
0.04
0.02
0.50
0.25
0.20
0.15

0.08
0.004
0.06
0.003
0.53
0.15
0.17
0.09

0.07
0.007
0.05
0.01
0.50
0.19
0.18
0.13

Tree
Architecture
Parameters

Reflectivities
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15 cropland stations and 10 forest stations from CERN were
graded. As LAI products at 1-km spatial resolution are widely
used, the representativeness of station observations was analyzed at the 1-km pixel grid.
Fig. 4 shows the results of the DVTP indicator for cropland
and forest stations. Six forest stations were covered by a single
forest type, and three stations were covered by a dominant
forest type with DVTP values over 80%. Only one forest
station had a DVTP less than 60%. Thus, the vegetation types
of forest stations in CERN were relatively uniform. However,
for cropland stations, the vegetation types were relatively
complex. Ten stations were covered by crops as the dominant
vegetation type, while the vegetation types observed by the
other five cropland stations were not dominant in the 1-km
pixel grid. Especially in HLA, many buildings appeared around
the station in the pixel grid. According to the DVTP threshold,
these five cropland stations, including LSA, ASA, YTA, HLA,
and HJA, as well as one forest station, SNF, were graded at a
Level 4 (Table I). The remaining 10 cropland stations and nine
forest stations showed a good match with the corresponding
vegetation type in the 1-km pixel grid. Their representativeness
level was determined by RAE and CS indicators.
By using the high-resolution LAI/NDVI reference maps derived from HJ-1/CCD images, RAE and CS values were calculated for the 10 cropland stations and nine forest stations that
were graded as from Level 0 to Level 3. Fig. 5 shows how the
representativeness of these station observations was determined
according to the threshold of RAE and CS, and the level of station observations determined by NDVI maps was also indicated.
Fig. 6 shows the representativeness levels for multi-temporal
LAI observations of all cropland and forest stations. The levels
of spatial representativeness vary by date for different stations.
Among the total 108 station observations, the number of cropland and forest observations was 64 and 44, respectively. Three
station observations were graded as Level 2, which implied that
even if the pixel grid was homogeneous, the station observation
might not be consistent with the pixel value. Only 25% of the
observations were graded as Level 0, which means that the number of station observations that represented the pixel perfectly
was limited.
B. Analysis of the RE With Different Thresholds of RAE
and CS

Fig. 3. Accuracy of high-resolution LAI maps compared the station LAI
observations.

respectively, and the R2 is 0.892. These results demonstrate
that it is reasonable to use these LAI maps to evaluate the
representativeness of station observations.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A Representativeness Grading for CERN Station Observations
Based on the method for evaluating spatial representativeness
shown in Table I, the representativeness of LAI observations for

To analyze the relationship between the RE and RAE and CS
thresholds, all of the cropland and forest station observations
were graded. Then the MREp and SDREp of the pth level were
calculated per different threshold combinations of RAE and CS.
Fig. 7 reveals variations in MREp (LAI) and SDREp (LAI) of
each level along with the increasing RAE and CS thresholds.
Fig. 8 shows the same for MREp (NDVI) and SDREp (NDVI).
The horizontal and vertical axes represent values of the RAE
and CS, respectively. Each point in Figs. 7 and 8 corresponds
to the combination of RAE and CS thresholds. The ranges of
variables were both from 0 to 50%.
Fig. 7(a)–(d) shows that in general a large RAE and CS
threshold results in a large MRE of LAI at each level. However,
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Fig. 4.

Value of DVTP for (a) 15 cropland stations and (b) 10 forest stations.

Fig. 5.

Representativeness level was determined for (a) 10 cropland stations and (b) nine forest stations by the RAE and CS indicators.

Fig. 6.

Quality level of spatial representativeness for station LAI observations made on different DOY for all (a) cropland stations and (b) forest stations.

the MREp (LAI) did not change monotonically as the threshold
of RAE and CS increased. When the RAE threshold was
fixed and the CS threshold increased, the MREp (LAI) did not
increase linearly. For example, with an RAE threshold of 40%
and a CS threshold varying from 0 to 50%, the MREp (LAI)
increased from 0.241 to 0.400 and decreased to 0.220 for

Level 1, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Similarly, with a fixed CS
threshold, the MREp (LAI) did not monotonically increase
along with the RAE threshold. For instance, the MREp (LAI)
decreased from 0.915 to 0.849 and increased to 1.246 when
the CS threshold was 40% and the RAE threshold increased
from 33% to 50% in Fig. 7(d). This is mainly because the
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Fig. 7. Variation in MREp (LAI) for (a) Level 0, (b) Level 1, (c) Level 2, (d) Level 3 and SDREp (LAI) for (e) Level 0, (f) Level 1, (g) Level 2 and (h) Level 3
based on high-resolution LAI reference maps to determine the different RAE and CS thresholds. The gray color indicates the missing value at the given threshold.

Fig. 8. Variation in MREp (NDVI) for (a) Level 0, (b) Level 1, (c) Level 2, (d) Level 3 and SDREp (NDVI) for (e) Level 0, (f) Level 1, (g) Level 2, and (h)
Level 3 based on high-resolution NDVI reference maps to determine the different RAE and CS thresholds. The gray color indicates the missing value at the given
threshold.

RE represents the absolute error, and both the RAE and CS
represent the relative error. Occasionally, the opposite situation
existed between the relative error and the absolute error.
The trends shown in Fig. 7 are relevant to the grading criteria
in Table I. Because both the RAE and CS thresholds were used
to determine the Level 0, the MREp (LAI) and SDREp (LAI)
would show good covariance with them, as shown in Fig. 7(a)

and (e). In the case that only RAE mattered in determining
the grading Level 1, the MREp (LAI) and SDREp (LAI) varied sensitively with the RAE threshold but did not have obvious covariance with the CS threshold, as shown in Fig. 7(b)
and (f). Similarly, since only CS determined the grading Level
2, the MREp (LAI) and SDREp (LAI)were insensitive to the
RAE threshold. Finally, the Level 3 received all of the ob-
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TABLE V
RAE AND CS THRESHOLDS AND SOME STATISTICAL INDICES
FOR EACH pTH LEVEL
Reference
Maps

MSI

Ts(RAE) Ts(CS) p MREp SDREp Np

LAI

1.25

32

–

–

–

NDVI

1.78

8

22

–

–

–

20

biasp

RMSEp R 2 p

0
1
2
3
4

0.066
0.183
0.299
0.888
1.706

0.070
0.182
0
0.611
1.962

12
25
1
20
21

−0.041
−0.157
−0.299
−0.348
−1.702

0.094
0.256
0.299
1.070
2.564

0.981
0.993
–
0.471
0.007

0
1
2
3
4

0.012
0.028
0.044
0.069
0.275

0.011
0.022
0.015
0
0.105

15
5
2
1
6

−0.007
−0.024
−0.044
−0.069
−0.275

0.016
0.034
0.045
0.069
0.291

0.991
0.977
1
–
0.827

Ts(RAE) and Ts(CS) are the corresponding thresholds of RAE and CS, respectively. MREp
and SDREp are the mean and standard deviation RE at the pth level. N p is the number of
observations. The biasp , RMSEp and R 2 p are the mean bias error, the root mean square
error and the coefficient of determination of all points between the high-resolution pixel at
station location and the mean value of a high-resolution reference map in the pixel grid at
the pth level, respectively.

servations that did not meet the requirements for Levels 0–2.
The MREp (LAI) and SDREp (LAI) were larger than the prior
three levels. Theoretically, the MREp (LAI) and SDREp (LAI)
should have been relevant to both the RAE and CS threshold
for Level 3. However, Fig. 7(d) and (h) shows that the threshold of RAE had a much larger influence on MREp (LAI) and
SDREp (LAI).
Fig. 8 shows similar trends in MREp (NVDI) and
SDREp (NVDI) to Fig. 7. However, due to the limited observations graded based on NDVI maps, the trend is not obvious.
As the RAE and CS values calculated by NDVI were relatively
low, when the RAE threshold was greater than 10%, Level 2
and Level 3 had no observations. Therefore, the MREp (NVDI)
and SDREp (NVDI) did not exist in Fig. 8(c), (d), (g), and (h)
when the threshold of RAE exceeded 10%.
The above analysis shows that generally larger thresholds of
RAE and CS allowed the observations to have larger possible
errors, which means that the observations graded as good levels may have large bias when validating LAI products. If the
thresholds of RAE and CS are set too low, the strict restriction
may cause very few observations with good levels, and make the
proposed method less significant. Therefore the determination
of the thresholds is a balance between the allowed error and the
usability of the method, which is the base of the three criteria in
Section 2.2 to decide the thresholds of RAE and CS.
According to the three criteria, the thresholds of RAE and CS,
32% and 20% for evaluation based on LAI maps, and 8% and
22% for evaluation based on NDVI maps, were selected by the
reasonable interval of MRE for each level and the maximal MSI
value. Table V shows that the bias, RMSE and R2 between station
observations and mean values in the 1-km grid are obviously
different for each level.
Based on LAI reference maps for evaluating the representativeness levels, the bias and RMSE for Level 0 are only −0.041
and 0.094, respectively, while the R2 is 0.981. These results
suggest that station LAI observations graded as Level 0 have
good representativeness, and are therefore useful in validating

the 1-km LAI products. At Level 1, the R2 is greater than 0.95,
while the bias and RMSE are −0.157 and 0.256, respectively,
which are obviously larger than the bias and RMSE values at
Level 0. Thus the spatial representativeness is worse compared
with Level 0. For Level 2, the bias and RMSE are both 0.299.
Because there was only one station observation graded as
Level 2 in the CERN observations, it cannot fully reflect the
realistic rule for representative errors. The bias and RMSE at
Level 3 are −0.348 and 1.070, respectively. The largest error is
observed at Level 4 with a bias of −1.702 and RMSE of 2.564,
which indicates the lowest spatial representativeness for station
observations with respect to the pixel grid.
Due to poor weather conditions, some forest station observations were evaluated using NDVI maps, as shown in Table V. At
Level 0 the bias and RMSE are −0.007 and 0.016, and −0.024
and 0.034 at Level 1, respectively. Because few station observations were assigned to Level 2 and Level 3, and the results for
these levels are not realistically interpretable. As the bias and
RMSE were calculated based on NDVI maps, the difference
between Level 0 and Level 1 is distinct from the difference determined using LAI maps. However, the bias and RMSE of RE
for Level 0 is obviously lower than that for Level 1. The RMSE
of Level 4 is 0.291, which is the largest RE of all levels.
According to the above analysis, station observations graded
as Level 0 are the ideal validation data and yield reliable validation results. Station observations assigned to Level 1, Level 2,
and Level 3 can also be used to validate products, but the
validation results will include some errors from the validating
dataset. Level 4 station observations are not recommended for
product validation.
C. Analysis of Seasonal and Interannual Variation
in Spatial Representativeness
The spatial representativeness of station observations can vary
over different growth stages of vegetation in the same year.
If the vegetation type is uniform and the density is homogeneous, the representativeness at different growth stages may not
change greatly. Otherwise, the representativeness may change
due to changes of point-to-area consistency and spatial heterogeneity. The spatial representativeness can also vary over years
due to the change of vegetation covers and spatial heterogeneity. Therefore, the seasonal and interannual variation of station
observation in representativeness is important for continuous
validation of LAI products by station observations.
In this study, the cropland station LCA and the forest station HTF were chosen to analyze the seasonal and inter-annual
variations in spatial representativeness between 2010 and 2011.
Because land cover maps are not updated every year and the
vegetation cover between 2010 and 2011 cannot change greatly,
the DVTP was not evaluated. Twenty high-quality HJ-1/CCD
images of LCA and HTF stations were acquired for each observation date from 2010 to 2011. After image pre-processing and
LAI inversion, RAE and CS values were calculated based on
LAI maps from HJ-1/CCD images, as shown in Table VI.
Both stations show different seasonal and interannual changes
of spatial representativeness. For the LCA station, the DVTP
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TABLE VI
SPATIAL REPRESENTATIVENESS INDICATORS FOR MULTI-TEMPORAL LAI OBSERVATIONS IN 2010 AND 2011, FOR STATION LCA AND HTF, RESPECTIVELY
LCA
Date 4-23 2010 4-24 2011 Δ
5-15 2010 5-12 2011 Δ
Station RAE
7.76
2.88
4.88
17.79
21.95
−4.16
CS
25.57
32.39
−6.82
31.74
39.96
−8.22
Level
1
1
1
1

7-6 2010
6.19
22.54
1

7-8 2011
2.20
57.40
1

HTF
Date 4-16 2010 4-26 2011 Δ
5-25 2010 5-28 2011 Δ
10-20 2010 10-17 2011
Station RAE
1.59
5.17
−3.58
2.32
4.17
−1.85
19.67
7.03
CS
7.61
6.49
1.12
19.46
7.53
11.93
25.81
21.85
Level
0
0
0
0
1
1

Δ
7-20 2010
3.99
1.98
−34.86
49.07
1
Δ
12.64
4.96

7-30 2011
Δ
8-12 2010
2.40
−0.42
14.92
50.52
−1.45
36.07
1
1

8-20 2011
Δ
10.76
4.16
44.53
−8.46
1

11-19 2010 11-21 2011 Δ
12-08 2010 12-02 2011 Δ
58.99
40.11
18.88
11.59
9.60
1.99
21.24
33.99
−12.8
29.44
30.09
−0.65
3
3
1
1

Δ means the difference of the RAE or CS at the adjacent date between the year 2010 and 2011.

was over 90%. As the RAE was less than 32% and CS was
over 20% in both 2010 and 2011, the spatial representativeness
for all growing stages was evaluated as the Level 1; that is,
the station observations were close to the pixel values but the
spatial heterogeneity changed obviously in the pixel grid. For
the HTF station, the DVTP was 100%, which means there was
only one vegetation type in the 1-km pixel grid. However, the
land surface in the pixel grid was relatively heterogeneous and
there were large discrepancies between the station observations
and the pixel values at some growth stages. For instance, RAE
was less than 32% except in November, and CS increased from
less than 20% in April and May to over 20% in October and
then to over 30% in November. The spatial representativeness
decreased from Level 0 to Level 1 and then to Level 3. These
results imply that there was a large difference in vegetation
growth rate over various parts of the pixel grid, which caused
large changes in the point-to-area consistency and the spatial
heterogeneity of the pixel, and thus led to a change in spatial
representativeness.
Table VI also shows that the level of spatial representativeness did not change and the difference (Δ) of the RAE or CS is
small between the adjacent dates of 2010 and 2011. Generally,
the ground stations are designed for long-term observations.
The vegetation types, plant structures, observation methods and
dates should be kept consistent between adjacent years to preserve the comparability of the observations. Thus, the assumption that the surface relative variability around the station does
not change across years is reasonable [51], [82]. Moreover, the
spatial representativeness changes little between adjacent years.
This result implies that the spatial representativeness is stable
over adjacent years, which helps with LAI product validation
using multi-year station observations.

D. Analysis of Influence of Spatial Representativeness
Evaluation on LAI Product Validation
The objective of spatial representativeness evaluation is to
select reliable station observations with which to validate LAI
products. When the evaluation of representativeness is not implemented, generally all station LAI observations are used to
validate products and the REs are necessarily embedded in
validation results. To analyze the influence of spatial representativeness evaluation on LAI product validation, two validation methods were compared. One was based on all station

TABLE VII
VALIDATION RESULTS OF THE MOD15A2 LAI BY THE MAIN ALGORITHM
AFTER EVALUATING THE SPATIAL REPRESENTATIVENESS LEVELS OF THE
OBSERVED LAI DATASET BASED ON LAI REFERENCE MAPS
Evaluation Indicators
Level
all
Level 0
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 0–3
Level 4

n

RMSE

R2

79
8(10.1%)
30(38.0%)
1(1.3%)
17(21.5%)
56(70.9%)
23(29.1%)

1.73
0.57
1.25
0.21
1.57
1.28
2.51

0.135
0.712
0.336
–
0.177
0.279
0.072

observations, and the other was based on different representativeness levels of station observations in the pixel grid.
The 1-km 8-day MODIS LAI product Collection 5
(MOD15A2 C5) was validated against CERN LAI observations. The error of product validation mainly results from three
sources: satellite observations after pre-processing, the inversion algorithm and the validation dataset. For the two validation
methods, the data processing procedures of MOD15A2 product
were the same. The inversion of MOD15A2 LAI was based on
the main algorithm and the back-up algorithm, which yielded
LAI estimates with different accuracies. Wang et al. demonstrated that failure of the main algorithm occurred mostly because of residual clouds or poor atmospheric correction [83].
Weiss et al. and Fang et al. noted that the reliability and accuracy of products derived from the back-up algorithm were
questionable [37], [41]. To remove impacts of the inversion algorithms, only pixels estimated by the main algorithm were
used for comparison the two validation methods. Therefore, the
accuracy of the data processing and inversion algorithm were
the same, and the validation dataset was the only source of difference in product validation results between the two validation
methods. Because the REs of station observations assessed by
LAI and NDVI reference maps were different, the validation
results of MOD15A2 using the all and graded station LAI observations based on LAI and NDVI reference maps were listed
in Tables VII and VIII, respectively.
In total, there were 79 station observations evaluated based
on LAI reference maps. The RMSE and R2 of MOD15A2 product based on all observations were 1.73 and 0.135, respectively.
RMSE was the smallest for Level 0, which was far less than the
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TABLE VIII
VALIDATION RESULTS OF MOD15A2 LAI BY THE MAIN ALGORITHM AFTER
EVALUATING THE SPATIAL REPRESENTATIVENESS LEVELS OF THE OBSERVED
LAI DATASET BASED ON NDVI REFERENCE MAPS
Evaluation Indicators
Level
all
Level 0
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

n

RMSE

R2

17
9(47.1%)
5(29.4%)
2(11.8%)
1(5.9%)

1.89
1.19
2.91
1.33
1.48

0.528
0.167
0.079
1
–

RMSE of 1.73 for all observations. RMSE increased from 0.57
for Level 0 to 1.57 for Level 3. The R2 for Level 0 and Level 3
was 0.712 and 0.177, respectively. Because there was only one
station observation graded as Level 2, the RMSE and R2 have
no practical statistical meaning. The RMSEs for Level 0, Level
1 and Level 3 were lower than the RMSE for all observations,
while the RMSE by Level 4 was larger. Table VII shows that the
validation dataset with good representativeness generally has
good validation accuracy. This is because the validation dataset
with good spatial representativeness more accurately described
the pixel value, and the error derived from the validation dataset
in the validation results was small. Due to the inclusion of validation data with bad spatial representativeness, the validation
results for all observations will generally overestimate the error
of LAI products.
Table VIII lists the validation results based on 17 station observations evaluated from NDVI maps. It shows similar results
to Table VII except for observations at Level 2 and Level 3.
Because the LAI distributions corresponding to Level 0 (from
5.0 to 7.3) and Level 1 (from 3.3 to 5.7) are concentrated, the
R2 cannot achieve statistical significance, explaining that the R2
of Level 0 and Level 1 are lower than that of all observations.
Moreover, the RMSEs for Level 0 and Level 1 were obviously
larger than the corresponding RMSEs in Table VII. One possible
reason for this difference is that for some observations evaluated based on NDVI maps, poor weather conditions affected
the inversion accuracy of the MODIS product. Thus, the RMSE
value is larger than that at other stations. Another reason is that
NDVI can reduce the surface heterogeneity in the evaluation
of representativeness, and thus underestimate the heterogeneity,
introducing a greater spatial RE for each level.
The above analysis shows that the current validation results by
all station observations generally overestimate the error of LAI
products, which mainly due to the low representativeness level
of station observations added to the validation dataset. Thus,
prior to the validation of LAI products, it is necessary to evaluate the spatial representativeness of station observations. This allows the selection of station observations with good representativeness, which will improve the reliability of validation results.
V CONCLUSION
In the validation of remote sensing products, station observations are often regarded as the true values in their corresponding
pixels. However, the accuracy of using station observations to

represent the product pixel, a source of uncertainty for the validation results, has seldom been evaluated, which introduces uncertainty to the validation results. The scale mismatch between
the area covered by a station observation and the pixel grid is the
main source of error in the validation dataset. It is important to
evaluate the spatial representativeness of station observations in
order to improve the reliability of product validation. This paper
proposed a method to evaluate the spatial representativeness of
station LAI observations, by dividing station observations into
five levels of representativeness based on the ranges of three
indicators, DVTP, RAE and CS. Then, this method was used
to evaluate the spatial representativeness of CERN LAI observations in the 1-km pixel grid. The analysis showed that this
method can quantitatively and accurately describe the spatial
representativeness of station observations at five levels, and the
graded observations can improve the reliability of the product
validation. The following conclusions are drawn:
1) For CERN LAI observations in the 1-km pixel grid, the
RMSE of spatial REs at Level 0 was only 0.094, and
RMSE ranged from 0.256 to 1.070 for Level 1 to Level
3. The largest RE was 2.564 at Level 4. Similarly, the
evaluation of NDVI maps suggested that the RMSE of
REs ranged from 0.016 to 0.291 for Level 0 to Level 4.
This evaluation approach can effectively distinguish the
quality levels of spatial representativeness in the pixel
grid. Generally, the station observations graded as Level
0 were the ideal data for validation in the pixel grid; the
Level 1 to Level 3 observations can be used, but embed
some validation errors, and the Level 4 observations were
not suitable for LAI product validation.
2) Analysis of seasonal and inter-annual change in spatial
representativeness showed that changes of spatial heterogeneity and point-to-area consistency caused by varying
vegetation growth rate could result in seasonal variations
in spatial representativeness for individual stations. However, the spatial representativeness changed little between
adjacent years, which implies that the spatial representativeness between adjacent years can be referred in LAI
product validation.
3) The RMSE of MOD15A2 product decreased from 1.73
over all observations to 1.28 for Level 0–3 observations,
and notably to 0.57 for Level 0. These results suggest that
a validation dataset with good spatial representativeness
more accurately describes the pixel value, and decreases
the error of validation data in the validation results. Thus
the validation dataset with good spatial representativeness
generally has high validation accuracy. Validation results
derived from ungraded observations will generally overestimate the error of LAI products.
Compared with the “bottom-up” approach, the proposed
method is advantageous, in that it provides a means towards
more reliable validation based on the single-point ground measurements. In addition, the “bottom-up” approach needs multiple point ground measurements to build the transfer function
to further generate the reference map. The disadvantage of the
proposed method is to indicate the reliability to validate the
product of specific resolution. If the single-point ground mea-
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surement is not suitable for the specific pixel grid, it needs to
be conditionally upscaled by different representativeness levels.
Therefore, the method has the potential to be further improved.
To apply this method widely in LAI product validation, the
analysis and application of the method needs to be expanded.
1) In this paper, only the spatial representativeness of station
observations in the 1-km pixel grid was analyzed. The method
can also be used to evaluate the spatial representativeness in
other pixel grids to validate LAI products at different spatial
resolutions. 2) Only the CERN LAI observations in China were
evaluated in this paper. More LAI ground observations with
global coverage, such as FLUXNET, need to be evaluated and
analyzed to validate the global LAI products comprehensively.
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